Depressive rumination, the tendency to engage in repetitive self-focus in response to distress, seems to be affected by a variety of cognitive biases that in turn maintain negative emotional states. The current study examined whether the difficulty in inhibiting attention to negative information contributes to rumination and to rumination-related biases in memory. Seventynine ruminators underwent a 3-week computer-based training, designed to increase either inhibition of negative words or attention to them. On immediate post-training trials, as well as on 2-week follow-up tests, we found evidence for transfer of inhibition training. Training effects also occurred on session-by-session and post-training measures of state rumination, but not on a measure of trait rumination, assessed 2 weeks later. Finally, participants who were trained to inhibit negative material subsequently showed less negative bias on a memory test. These findings further establish the causal role of biased inhibition in rumination, and substantiate the view of rumination as a habit that encourages people to perceive, interpret, and remember events in a repetitive self-focused manner.
Some people habitually respond to negative mood by dwelling on it rather than focusing on solutions that would make things better. Moreover, people who ruminate are more prone to developing psychopathology (particularly depression); they recover more slowly; and they benefit less from therapy (see reviews by Aldao et al. 2010; Nolen-Hoeksema et al. 2008) . In response, a body of research has developed to examine the underlying mechanisms of rumination that might suggest methods for its reduction.
Cognitive models of rumination point to deficient cognitive control (e.g., Hertel 1997; Koster et al. 2011; Linville 1996; Whitmer and Gotlib 2013) . Specifically, research has revealed rumination-related biases in inhibitory processes. Such biases are thought to impair the ability to resist distraction from irrelevant negative stimuli in the environment and interference from negative thoughts (e.g., Friedman and Miyake 2004; Hasher and Zacks 1988) . These biases may disrupt processing of important goal-relevant information. By doing so, these inhibitory biases further enhance the habit of dwelling on the negative, and impede the development of new and adaptive habits (Hertel 2004) . Impaired inhibition of negative content-revealed by comparing the performance of ruminators and others-has been well documented (See Yang et al. 2017 , for a meta-analysis). Prospective research has also shown that a poor ability to inhibit (Zetsche and Joormann 2011) or shift to and from negative content (Demeyer et al. 2012) , predicts rumination 6-12 month later.
Given the suggested importance of impaired cognitive control in rumination, several studies have used cognitivebias modification (CBM) procedures to ameliorate these impairments (see reviews by Koster et al. 2017; Mor and Daches 2015) . In CBM, a putative cognitive bias is targeted with the aim of affecting emotional symptoms. CBM procedures have been fruitful in elucidating the role of cognitive biases in emotional disorders (e.g., Beevers et al. 2015) , and in delineating causal pathways between these biases and rumination (e.g., Hirsch et al. 2018; Vermeulen et al. 2018) . Similarly, CBM procedures can shed light on the role that impaired inhibition plays in rumination. Moreover, to the extent that inhibition deficits and biases contribute to emotional disorders, focused training may be a promising venue for prevention.
To examine the possibility that training might contribute to prevention, we (Daches and Mor 2014) conducted a training experiment based on the negative affective priming (NAP) paradigm. We assigned ruminators to four sessions of training to either inhibit or attend to negative stimuli, or to a sham training condition in which the same negative stimuli were presented but no inhibition was required. The NAP was originally designed to evaluate the strength of inhibitory processes by measuring latencies to categorize the emotional valence of targets that had each served as the non-attended distractor on the previous trial (e.g., Joormann 2006) . On each training trial in our experiment, participants saw two words (a target and a distractor, each identified by a different color) and indicated the valence of the target while ignoring the distractor. In the attend-negative condition, the target was negative on most trials, whereas in the inhibit-negative condition, the distractor was negative on most trials. On a subsequent transfer task (with equal numbers of each trial type), the data from the attend-negative training condition revealed reduced inhibition of negative stimuli whereas those from the ignore-negative condition revealed increased inhibition. Compared to participants in the attend-negative condition, those in the inhibit-negative condition took longer to respond to negative targets on the transfer task, and they also produced lower scores on a trait rumination inventory.
In addition to their negative attentional bias, ruminators also experience negative memory bias (Engen and Anderson 2018) . Several studies have linked memory biases to ruminative thinking. For example, ruminators retrieve negative autobiographical memories (Lyubomirsky et al. 1998) and negative self-related material (Moulds et al. 2007 ) more readily than do non-ruminators, and they have difficulty forgetting negative events (Dieler et al. 2014; Hertel and Gerstle 2003; Joormann and Tran 2009) . Moreover, engaging in rumination following naturally occurring negative life events, predicted better recall of the events at a 2-week follow-up (Conolly and Alloy 2018). The interplay of deficient inhibition (which can result in elaborate processing of negative material) and impaired memory control (making this material more difficult to forget), likely creates a cascade of negativity that maintains ruminative thinking over time.
Indeed, theory suggests that inhibition and memory biases do not operate in isolation, but instead interact and influence one another (Hertel and El-Messidi 2006; Hirsch et al. 2006 ). This perspective is consistent with the view of rumination as a habit that encourages people to perceive, interpret, and remember events in a repetitive self-focused manner that enhances negative mood-congruent thinking (Hertel 2004) . In line with these assertions, our previous work has shown that inhibitory biases affect interpretive biases associated with rumination . Evidence for biased remembering should also be influenced by variation in inhibition; Inhibitory processes should also affect memory biases: deficient inhibition of negative material should make it ultimately more memorable than it would be otherwise. This is the prediction that motivated the current experiment.
Several studies found that among dysphoric and depressed individuals, attention biases for negative stimuli were associated with differences in subsequent recall and recognition (Blaut et al. 2013; Ellis et al. 2011 Ellis et al. , 2014 Koster et al. 2010; . More relevant to our inquiry, among ruminators, intentional suppression of learned associations poorly facilitated their forgetting (Dieler et al. 2014; Hertel and Gerstle 2003; Hertel et al. 2018; Joormann and Tran 2009) . Thus, there is evidence that active suppression of previously attended negative content, a process which relies on inhibitory control, is associated with memory biases among ruminators. In the current study we intended to further investigate this relationship, by examining how the specific nature of attentional bias (i.e., to ignore negative material) has consequences for biases in memory. Therefore, a main goal of the current research is to investigate the causal effect of inhibition on memory by manipulating inhibition of negative information in one task and assessing its effect on memory of negative information in a second task.
CBM research should follow the transfer appropriate framework in designing the degree of overlap between training and transfer tasks (Hertel and Mathews 2011) . This framework suggests that memory performance is affected by the similarity between the processes occurring during initial exposure and the test. Transfer effects should be expected when the memory task is designed to reflect possible biases in the attention/inhibition task. In our training phase, participants were presented with two-word stimuli (a negative and a neutral one) and learned to ignore one of them. Therefore, the question for the subsequent memory task is whether this trained attentional bias would transfer to the encoding stage of the subsequent memory task, in which pairs of pictures were displayed, and participants were asked to select the picture to which they related more. Subsequently, we assessed the relative recall of those pictures. We predicted transfer of the trained inhibition to attention during exposure to the new stimuli in the memory task and, consequently, differential subsequent recall. Thus, we predicted lower negativity bias in recall among participants who were trained to inhibit negative information compared to participants who were trained to attend to such content.
Because ruminators may not be affected by a single session of inhibition training, and the effects of a single session on interpretation bias are small , in the current experiment we assigned ruminators to five training sessions. Our main goal was to assess training effects on memory biases at post-training. Extending recent findings on sustained effects of rumination-related bias training (Hirsch et al. 2018; Swainston and Derakshan 2018; Vermeulen et al. 2018) , we examined training effects on inhibition bias, rumination and depressive symptoms in a two-week follow-up. We assessed training effects on rumination using several measures: (a) a trait measure that targets habitual tendencies (Ruminative Response Scale [RRS]; Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow 1991), administered at the two-week follow-up; (b) a state measure that captures momentary fluctuations in ruminative thinking (Momentary Ruminative Self-Focus Inventory; Koster et al. 2013) , administered during each of the training sessions and (c) a measure designed to assess rumination in response to recalling a negative personal event (reactive rumination; Cohen et al. 2015; Cohen and Mor 2018; Hertel et al. 2014) , administered post-training.
We hypothesized that relative to ruminators who are trained to attend to negative content, those who are trained to inhibit such content would show: (a) better inhibition of negative stimuli on the NAP task (inhibition was assessed at follow-up to avoid dilution of training effects on memory and rumination), (b) reduced negative bias in the memory task, and (c) lower levels of ruminative thinking and depressed mood.
Method

Participants
Students at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (native Hebrew speakers) completed a screening measure of rumination (RRS; Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow 1991). Because we were interested in recruiting only ruminators for this study, only those (N = 85) scoring above 10, which is the median score on the brooding subscale of the RRS, were recruited for the study. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Six participants elected not to undergo the training because of time constraints. The remaining 79 participants (25 males) were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: (a) Inhibit-negative training (IN) (n = 42) and (b) Attend-negative training (AN) (n = 37). Participants' mean age was 23.62 (SD = 2.59). Trained, B.A. level, research assistants obtained written informed consents from participants and delivered the entire experimental procedure. Participants received research credit and/or monetary compensation for their participation. The sample size was determined based on an a priori power analysis. For an effect size of .25-which was based on our previous findings with a similar design (Daches and Mor 2014) we aimed to recruit 62 participants (power .80; alpha = .05).
General Procedure
Participants were invited to the lab for a pre-training assessment session and were informed that some of them would be offered the opportunity to participate in a study that includes six more lab sessions. In the pre-training assessment session, which lasted about 20 min, participants completed selfreport questionnaires and the NAP task (to assess inhibition of negative information). Participants who continued to the training phase of the study were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (IN or AN). They then completed five training sessions during the 3-week period following the pretraining assessment session. Each training session, which lasted about 15 min, began and ended with a mood and state rumination measure. Immediately following the last training session, participants completed the post-training assessment that included a memory task and the reactive rumination task (assessing rumination following the recall of a negative personal event). The post-training session lasted about an hour. Participants were invited to the lab two weeks following training for a follow-up assessment session that lasted about 20 min, in which they completed the NAP task as well as the self-report questionnaires (assessing trait rumination and depression).
The Negative Affective Priming (NAP) Task
The NAP task is a modification of the Negative Priming task (Neill 1977 ) that includes emotional stimuli (Frings et al. 2007; Joormann 2006) . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , each trial began with a white fixation cross on a black background presented for 1000 ms and followed by the stimulus pair. Each stimulus pair was comprised of a prime and a probe display (although participants were not aware of this classification because all displays had the same form). On each display, two words were presented concurrently one above the other, each in a different color (red or blue). The color of the word identified it as a target or distractor. The pair remained on the screen until the participant responded. Participants were asked to evaluate the valence of the target (e.g., the red word) and ignore the distractor. The response and its latency were recorded. The location of the target word varied randomly, and the color of the target word (red or blue) was counterbalanced across participants.
Trial Types
The NAP task included three blocks of 32 trials. Words appeared once in each block and were repeated across blocks. Each block was comprised of two trial types: inhibition and inhibition control (see Fig. 1 ). On inhibition trials, participants responded to a negatively valenced target following a trial with a negative distractor (i.e. the prime display contained a negative distractor and a neutral target, and the probe display contained a negative target and a neutral distractor). On inhibition control trials, participants also responded to negative targets on the probe displays but the preceding prime displays contained neutral words as both the distractor and the target. To assure that participants do not learn that following a negative distractor they will be asked to respond to a negative target, we distributed filler trials throughout the task. These trials included prime displays that were identical to those in the inhibition and inhibition control trials but probe displays that contained only neutral words. Each trial type appeared 8 times in each block in a random order (8 inhibition trials, 8 filler inhibition trials, 8 control inhibition trials and 8 filler control inhibition trials).
Inhibition bias scores were derived by subtracting response times (RTs) on probe displays on inhibition control trials (for which the prime display consisted of two neutral words) from RTs on probe displays on inhibition trials (for which the prime display consisted of a neutral target and a negative distractor). This score is an index of the ability to respond to negative stimuli that were previously inhibited as compared to the response to negative stimuli that were not inhibited previously. Positive values indicate better inhibition marked by an increased difficulty to respond to previously inhibited stimuli.
Stimuli
A set of 32 negative and 96 neutral words were selected for the task; each word was repeated three times across the trials. For selection purposes, 15 independent raters provided valence ratings (1 = very negative, 7 = very positive) for negative and neutral words that ranged from 4 to 6 letters. Words with extreme frequencies of usage in Hebrew were not piloted (< 4 to a million or > 400 to a million, Frost and Plaut 2005) . Negative words were included if all judges rated them as lower than 3 (M = 1.89, SD = .36) and neutral words were included if all judges rated them between 3 and 5 (M = 4.07, SD = .12).
Training Procedure
The training task was similar to the NAP task, whereby each display contained two words and participants were instructed to indicate the valence of a target word (presented in one color) while ignoring the distractor word (presented in a different color). In contrast to the prime-probe structure of the NAP task, in which negative words were targets on half of the trials and distractors on the other half, in the training task, the proportion of negative and neutral targets varied by experimental condition. Thus, in the IN condition, in which participants were trained to ignore negative stimuli and attend to neutral stimuli, negative words were distractors on 85% of the trials and targets on 15% of the trials. In the AN condition, in which participants were trained to regard negative words as relevant and ignore neutral stimuli, the proportion of negative and neutral targets was reversed. We used 85% of the trials rather than 100% to keep the intent of the training from being transparent and to ensure that participants process the words before pressing on the relevant key.
The randomization schemes of each training session mimicked those used in the NAP task. Forty negative and 46 neutral new words (valence rating; negative: M = 1.65, SD = .3.7; neutral: M = 4.09, SD = .18) were selected in the same manner as in the NAP task. Word stimuli were In the first training session, participants were given explicit instructions stating that the target word would usually be negative or neutral (depending on condition). In the subsequent four training sessions, standard instructions were given, and participants did not receive any information about the proportion of negative or neutral word targets.
Memory Task
The memory task consisted of orienting and free-recall phases, separated by a 3-min distraction task (backward digit span). In the orienting phase, we displayed 16 pairs of pictures, randomly ordered, and asked participants to select (by pressing a key) the picture in each pair to which they related more. Each picture pair was presented for 6 s, regardless of the timing of the key press, and consisted of a negative, and a neutral picture. The pictures, depicting human figures, were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al. 2008) . The negative pictures depicted sad images such as crying people, sickness or loss. The neutral pictures had valence ratings between 4 and 6 and the negative pictures were rated as lower than 4, on Lang et al. (2008) , 1 (negative) to 9 (positive) valence rating system of the IAPS pictures. Because the relevant stimulus dimension in this study was valence, we made sure that stimulus arousal levels were low and equal across the training groups. Therefore, arousal level for all selected pictures was 5 or lower, on a scale from 1 (low arousal) to 9 (high arousal). We pilot-tested picture stimuli to select 16 negative and 16 neutral pictures that were easy to describe in a few words and that their description was distinct from the descriptions of the other pictures.
In the free recall phase, participants were asked to recall as many of the 32 pictures as possible. Participants wrote verbal descriptions of the pictures, which were matched to the respective pictures by trained research assistants. Inter-rater reliability for matching the descriptions to the respective pictures was excellent (ICC = .99). Disagreements between raters were resolved by a third rater. Because recall tendencies reflect previous attention and possible elaboration of the selected pictures, we conditionalized recall on selection by calculating the proportion of negative (or neutral) pictures recalled out of the number of negative (or neutral) pictures selected during the orienting task.
Assessment of Ruminative Thinking
Within-Session State Rumination
Within-session state-rumination was assessed using the Momentary Ruminative Self-Focus Inventory ), a 6-item visual analog scale (VAS) that ranges from highly agree to highly disagree. Items on this scale measure rumination occurring at the time of assessment (for example: "Right now, I am thinking about the possible meaning of the way I feel"). The inventory has adequate psychometric properties as well as good construct and concurrent validity ) and in the present sample its mean internal consistency was good (α = .80; range .66-.90).
Reactive Rumination Task
In this procedure, state rumination is assessed following recall of a negative self-relevant memory. As in prior research (Cohen et al. 2015; Hertel et al. 2014 ) participants were given 4 min. to recall a recent upsetting personal event and then were sked to sit quietly for 2 min, ostensibly having a break from the experiment but really to allow for ruminative thoughts to emerge. Then, they completed a state rumination measure that assessed the degree to which they currently ruminated about the recalled event. This measure includes 10 rumination-related items modified from the RRS to relate to current thoughts about the event (e.g., "at this moment, I can't stop thinking about what happened"). Participants indicated their response on a VAS that ranged from highly agree to highly disagree. In the present sample, the internal consistency of the reactive rumination measure was good (α = .79).
Trait Rumination
Trait rumination was assessed using the RRS (Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow 1991), a 22-item questionnaire that assesses participants' responses to depressed mood. In the present sample, the internal consistency of the RRS was very good (α = .89).
Assessment of Depressive Symptoms and Negative Mood
Participants completed the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II; Beck et al. 1996) . In the present sample, the internal consistency of the BDI-II was very good (α = .90). In addition, on each of the training sessions, participants completed a 6-item mood measure based on the PANAS-X (Watson and Clark 1994) . This mood measure was intermixed with the within-session state rumination measure, to disguise the purpose of each instrument. The three items measuring negative mood included: depressed, sad and unhappy (mean α = .93; range .91-.94). The three additional items measured positive affect (mean α = .89; range .88-.91).
Results
Participant Characteristics
Of the 79 participants who started the training, 75 participants completed all training sessions and the follow-up assessment session, resulting in a drop-out rate of 5%. Data from 7 participants were removed due to high error rate during training (above 20%; 3 from the IN condition), and two participants were removed due to outlying scores on the RRS scale (above 2.5 SDs from the mean). Thus, the final sample included 66 participants (23 men). Participants in the two conditions did not differ in demographic characteristics and in pre-training levels of rumination and depression (see Table 1 ).
Training Effects on Inhibition Bias
Data Reduction
Only RTs for probe displays were analyzed. All trials with incorrect responses were excluded (3.52% of trials at the pre-training assessment and 6.96% of trials at the followup assessment). Trials involving extreme RTs (longer than 3000 ms or shorter than 250 ms; .95% of trials at pre-training and .54% at follow-up) were also removed. Finally, RTs 2.5SD above and below the mean RT for each participant were eliminated (1.17% of trials at pre-training and 1.06% at follow-up). Thus, in total 5.64% of responses were eliminated from analyses in the pre-training assessment and 8.57% of the responses were eliminated in the follow-up assessment.
Change in Inhibition from Pre-training to Follow-Up
Inhibition bias scores on the NAP were submitted to a 2 (condition: IN, AN) by 2 (time: pre-training, follow-up) mixed design ANOVA. The interaction of condition by time was marginally significant, F(1, 64) = 3.80, p = .06, 2 p = .06.
To explore this interaction, we examined simple effects, using Bonferroni-correction, of difference between training conditions within each assessment session. At pre-training, as expected, the two conditions did not differ in inhibition bias (M IN = 6.41, SD IN = 59.95, M AN = 11.29, SD AN = 61.84), F(1, 64) = .11, p = .75, 2 p = .01. In contrast, at follow-up the difference between conditions was significant, suggesting that inhibition in the IN condition was better than in the AN condition (M IN = 24.72, SD IN = 50.66, M AN = − 11.73, SD AN = 89.65), F(1, 64) = 4.14, p = .05, 2 p = .06).
Training Effects on Memory Bias
At the post-training assessment session, participants were asked to recall pictures from the preceding orienting phase of 16 displays of neutral-negative picture-pairs in which they were asked to select a picture to which they relate more. Participants in the two experimental conditions did not differ in the number of negative pictures they selected, t ( Our main prediction was that compared to participants in the AN condition who would show preferential recall of negative versus neutral attended images, participants in the IN condition would exhibit reduced negativity bias by showing a reduced preference for recalling negative versus neutral attended images. We submitted the proportion of pictures recalled out of the previously selected to a 2 (condition: IN, AN) by 2 (picture type: negative, neutral) mixed-design ANOVA. Means are shown in Fig. 2 . Across conditions, participants recalled proportionally more negative than neutral pictures they selected during the orientation phase, F(1, 63) = 17.99, p < .001, 2 p = .22. As predicted, this main effect was qualified by a condition by type interaction, F(1, 63) = 4.52, p = .04, 2 p = .07. To explore this interaction, we examined simple effects, using Bonferroni-correction, of valence differences within each condition. In the AN condition, participants recalled more negative compared to neutral pictures, F(1,63) = 19.96 p < .001, 2 p = .24, whereas in the IN condition participants recalled negative and neutral pictures equally, F(1,63) = 2.28, p = .14, 2 p = .24.
Training Effects on Rumination
Within-Session State Rumination
Within-session state rumination scores assessed at the beginning of each training session were submitted to a 2 (condition: IN, AN) by 5 (session) mixed-design ANOVA. The interaction between session and condition was significant, F(4, 56) = 2.82, p = .03, 2 p = .17). To explore this interaction, we examined simple effects, using Bonferroni-correction, of differences among assessment points within each condition. As predicted (see Table 2 ), in the IN condition there was a significant reduction in state rumination across assessment points, F(4, 56) = 4.42, p < .01, 2 p = .24. In the AN condition too, state rumination changed throughout training but to a lesser degree, F(4, 56) = 2.54, p = .05, 2 p = .15.
Reactive Rumination
State rumination scores, potentially influenced by the recall of a negative life event at the post-training assessment session, were compared across conditions by using an independent samples t test. The difference between experimental conditions was significant (M IN = 51.05, SD IN = 15.57, M AN = 60.71, SD AN = 20.44, t(63) = 2.11, p = .04, Cohen's d = .53). As expected, reactive rumination was higher in the AN than in the IN condition.
Trait Rumination
RRS scores were submitted to a 2 (condition: IN, AN) by 2 (time: pre-training, follow-up) mixed-design ANOVA. Both the main effect for time and the interaction between time and condition were non-significant (p > .10). Thus, trainingcongruent effects on rumination were observed in reactive rumination and within-session ruminative thinking, but not in trait rumination.
Training Effects on Negative Mood and Depressive Symptoms
We assessed the effect of training on negative mood in two ways: (a) change in depressive symptoms from pre-training to follow-up, as revealed by BDI scores, (b) change in negative mood throughout the training sessions using the mood rating VAS administered at each training session. The condition-by-time interaction effect on BDI (BDI: F(1, 64) = .43, p = .84, 2 p < .001) and the condition-by-session interaction effect on negative mood, (F(4, 56) = .60, p = .66, 2 p = .04) were both non-significant.
Discussion
This study replicates and extends our prior findings concerning the effect of training inhibition of negative content. One way in which we extend prior findings is by assessing whether training effects on inhibition are sustained following termination of training delivery. Although several studies have examined the effects of CBM at follow-up (Blackwell and Holmes 2010; Lang et al. 2009; Schmidt et al. 2009; , the effects of inhibition training on rumination have only been assessed immediately following the training. The current findings cautiously suggest that training effects on inhibition are maintained 2 weeks following the training. These effects were obtained using a different set of emotional stimuli than those used for training, suggesting generalization of training. Our findings, although small in magnitude, support the effectiveness of CBM in resisting rumination by modifying the inhibition of negative material, a specific cognitive bias assumed to be causally involved in rumination.
Our main prediction concerned the transfer of the training effects to biased recall. Participants who were trained to inhibit negative content, later showed a reduced negativity bias, manifested in lower preference for recalling negative versus neutral images to which they attended. Thus, trained inhibition transferred to the encoding stage of the memory task, consequently affecting the subsequent recall. Clearly, because participants in the training condition were encouraged to inhibit negative information at the same time as they were encouraged to process neutral information, the two cannot be teased apart. Similar findings were found when depressed participants were instructed to use new targets to help keep them from thinking about the previously learned negative targets. Specifically, depressed participants were able to use neutral substitutes to aid them in forgetting negative content ). Future research should delineate features of helpful alternative percepts or alternative processing options. For example, a more effective inhibition training may include positive targets as substitutes.
Our findings are in line with prior research that showed that inhibitory mechanisms may form the basis of negative biases in memory (Storm and Jobe 2012) . They also add to our previous findings that inhibition plays a role in interpretation biases . Thus, consistent with the combined cognitive bias hypothesis (Hirsch et al. 2006) , the habitual use of rumination may be associated not only with how one attends to or interprets emotion-eliciting events but also with how such events are remembered later. This combination of biases may increase the likelihood of repetitive negative thoughts, trapping ruminators in a vicious cycle that maintains and exacerbates negative affect and can enhance depressive symptoms (for a review see de Raedt et al. 2015) . Moreover, difficulty inhibiting negative content as well as biased interpretation and recall of mood-incongruent information may interfere with the use of more adaptive emotion regulation strategies such as cognitive reappraisal (Cohen and Mor 2018) . However, caution should be taken when interpreting our training effects on memory as indicative of inhibition because inhibition processes in the memory task can only be inferred, but were not measured directly. Alternative explanations for the group differences in memory should be explored in future research.
Training inhibition had consequences for ruminative thinking within session and following the recall of a negative personal event (reactive rumination), but not for trait rumination. The differential effects may be attributed to inherent differences between measures of trait and state rumination (e.g., Watkins and Nolen-Hoeksema 2014). Whereas state rumination measures examine concurrent ruminative responses to a temporary and specific situation, trait rumination measures denote a stable tendency to respond with ruminative thinking across situations. The null effects of training on a measure of trait rumination may point to the difficulty to eliminate established ruminative habits. It is possible that in order to affect a stable trait, CBM should be more extensive and perhaps tackle a number of cognitive biases. Another possibility is that the lack of effect on trait rumination reflects the constraints of the RRS, the measure we used to assess trait rumination (e.g., Griffith and Raes 2014) . The RRS requires participants to indicate what they generally do when they feel sad, and participants' retrospective and non-specific report may be vulnerable to bias and distortion (Stone et al. 1998 ). Responding to the RRS also requires participants to notice habitual changes that may not be noticeable in a short time frame of examination. Because ruminative thoughts occur in varied circumstances, it may be useful to assess the effects of CBM on rumination in real life, using diary methodology (e.g., Hoorelbeke et al. 2016; Moberly and Watkins 2008) . Such an approach would be consistent with our findings on the within-session and reactive rumination measures.
Several limitations should be taken into account. First, the relatively small sample size and low statistical power precluded us from conducting mediation analyses to explore whether training inhibition of negative information affects ruminative thinking via its effect on memory. Second, our sample was not characterized by significant levels of depressive symptoms. This fact prevented the examination of possible therapeutic effects of our procedure. This limitation might also explain why, contrary to our predictions, the training did not affect depressive symptoms and negative mood. Third, we assessed inhibition at the follow-up assessment point but not immediately post-training. Because in the assessment task, negative words are targets on half of the trials, presentation of this task at the end of the training would have diluted training effects on the follow-up assessment. This design choice made it impossible to examine whether training leads to group differences in inhibition of negative stimuli which in turn contribute to group differences in rumination and memory biases at post-training. Fourth, it is possible that the verbal stimuli used in the training paradigm do not elicit a strong enough emotional effect. This suggestion is supported by the fact that our previous effort to detect mood effects were similarly unsuccessful , but using pictorial stimuli in a similar training task did yield effects on mood (Cohen et al. 2015) . Finally, the two-week follow-up assessed in this study is relatively short and future studies should examine whether training effects are sustained across longer time frames.
Despite these limitations, our results help shed light on a central cognitive mechanism of ruminative habits, the inhibition of negative information and its association with memory biases that characterize rumination. Moreover, our findings highlight the importance of interventions that focus on modifying cognitive biases as a possible way to help people stop ruminative habits, ultimately, with the goal of preventing psychopathology and particularly depression. Future studies should consider designing more ecologically valid interventions incorporating training paradigms in dynamic and complex environments.
